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1. CINDERELLA’S FATHER GOT MARRIED AGAIN AFTER HER 
MOTHER DIED.

2. CINDERELLA’S STEPMOTHER MADE HER DO ALL THE 
HOUSEHOLD TASKS.

3. CINDERELLA’S STEPSISTERS WERE INVITED TO THE BALL.

4. CINDERELLA CRIED BECAUSE SHE WANTED TO GO TO THE 
BALL.

5. CINDERELLA’S FAIRY GODMOTHER CHANGED A PUMPKIN 
INTO A FINE COACH.

6. THE PRINCE AND CINDERELLA DANCED AT THE BALL.

7. THE CLOCK STRUCK MIDNIGHT.

8. CINDERELLA LOST HER GLASS SLIPPER WHEN SHE WAS 
RUNNING FROM THE CASTLE.

9. THE PRINCE FOUND CINDERELLA WHEN THE GLASS SLIPPER 
FIT HER FOOT.

10. THE PRINCE AND CINDERELLA WERE MARRIED AT THE 
CASTLE.
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A. The Prince ran home, saw the frog skin and burnt it. After that 
his wife disappeared. The best detective looked for the Princess.

B. But Prince Ivan turned the worm into a farm and that was the end 
of the wicked Koshchey. Finally, Prince Ivan and Elena the Wise 
came back home and lived happily ever after.

C. Prince Ivan found a dancing hut in the middle of the forest. Baba 
Yaga lived there. She gave Prince Ivan a car, a computer and a 
star to get to the Kingdom of Koshchey.

D. Soon the detective came to the dancing hut and talked to Baba 
Yaga. She phoned Koshchey and told him about the Prince. 
Koshchey wasn’t frightened. Koshey’s life was in a worm that lived 
on the Internet.

E. Once upon a time there lived a king who had three sons (сыновья). 
One day they shot arrows (выстрелили из луков) and… Prince 
Ivan’s arrow fell down into a swamp and an ugly frog picked it up. 
So Prince Ivan took the frog home and married (женился) her.

F. One day there was a ball in the King’s palace. Prince Ivan didn’t 
take his frog to the ball. Suddenly a beautiful princess came and 
danced with him. It was his wife (жена), Princess Elena the Wise. 
She left her frog skin (кожа) at home and came to the ball.
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Where did Prince Ivan find his wife?

a) In the cave b) In the swamp      c) In the palace

What was there in the King’s palace?

a) A birthday party        b) A ball c) The dragon party

Who came to the ball?

a) A wicked fairy      b) A beautiful princess     c) Koshchey

What did the prince see on the floor when he came home after the ball?

a) A cat skin  b) The prince’s bandana        c) A frog skin

Where did Baba Yaga live?

a) In the castle      b) In the dancing hut  c) In the swamp

What did Baba Yaga give the Prince?

a) A computer, a car and a star   b) A computer, an apple and a star

 c) A ball, a car and a star

Where did Koshchey hide his life?

a) In an egg b) In a computer         c) In a computer worm

What did Prince Ivan do?

a) Turned a worm into the farm b) Turned a farm into a worm 

c) Turned a Koshchey into a frog
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Read and make up a fairy tale.

Name of the fairy tale
The Frog Princess, Peter Pan, The Soldier and the Witch, Sleeping 

Beauty, Beauty and the Beast

Beginning
Once upon a time…

Once long ago…
Long, long ago…

Who?
Princess, prince, queen, king, scarecrow, rabbit, fairy, beast, 

pirate, soldier, wizard, lion, dog, cat, three brothers, seven fairies

What was she (he) 
like?

Beautiful, ugly, handsome, wicked, kind, cowardly, stupid, wise

Where?
swamp, lake, river, sea, castle, palace, dancing hut, tower, cave, 

cellar, museum, forest

What happened?
Turned into, disappeared, cast a spell, found a magic wand, slept, 

had a fight with

Who helped?
A handsome prince kissed her.

Peter Pan had a fight with Captain Hook.
The wicked pirate fell into the sea and a big crocodile ate him up.

Happy end And they lived happily ever after.





The name of this fairytale is …
I like (don’t like) it because it’s …
In your tale there is/are … (WHO?)

She (he, they) is/are … (WHAT ARE THEY LIKE?)

She (he, they) lived … (WHERE?)

She (he, they) … (WHAT HAPPENED?)

(WHO HELPED?)

KIND, FRIENDLY, HELPFUL, BEAUTIFUL, 
BRAVE, WISE, CLEVER, HAPPY, STRONG, 

AMAZING, SMART, CREATIVE, HANDSOME, 
GOOD, MAGIC, FANTASTIC, ATTENTIVE, 

BEST FRIEND

UGLY, WICKED, SCARY, COWARDLY, STUPID, 
BAD, NAUGHTY, SHY, BORING, GLOOMY
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